
Visit Steven at: www.StevenHalpern.com for  
exclusive podcasts, insightful newsletters and more.

See videos at: www.YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

Steven Halpern is the #1 bestselling 
composer, recording artist and researcher 
whose music helps millions of individuals 
worldwide to relieve stress and enhance 
feelings of well-being and inner peace. 

Keyboard magazine recognized Steven as 
“One of the most influential artists of the 
past 35 years who changed the way we 
listen to and market music.”

His atmospheric compositions are significantly more effective at 
reducing stress than most traditional classical music, as proven by 
biofeedback research.

Steven has appeared on hundreds of TV and radio programs, 
including: 48 Hours (CBS-TV), The Tomorrow Show with Tom 
Snyder, AM Los Angeles, and America’s Talking. He’s been covered 
in The New York Times, USA TODAY, Yoga Journal and many other 
media outlets.

Steven’s music is heard in leading health and healing centers, 
corporate wellness programs, spas, hospitals, schools and homes.  
His albums enhance yoga, meditation, tai chi and massage. 

Paul Horn Steven HalPern

ConneCtionS



Paul Horn is widely known for his innovative 
recordings using the natural echo and acoustics of 
places of spiritual importance. He became one of 
the founding fathers of the New Age music genre 
almost by accident. A respected jazz flutist and 
studio musician who played with Tony Bennett 
and Nat King Cole, Paul’s spiritual quest led him 
to India to study with his guru in the early days of 
the Transcendental Meditation (TM) movement. 

When he visited the Taj Mahal, he was struck 
by the extraordinary acoustics. He snuck a tape recorder inside and 
recorded his solo flute, as well as the chanting of the security guard.  
Never intended for public release, especially by a jazz musician, the 
album became a bit of an underground hit amongst mediators and then 
essentially vanished.

With the rise of a new genre focused on spiritual upliftment, meditation, 
health and healing, Inside was re-launched into the new marketplace. 
Paul subsequently has recorded his Inside series of recordings in the Great 
Pyramid in Egypt, in cathedrals, and within the walls of the Potala Palace 
in Lhasa, Tibet.

On Connections, Paul plays his trademark golden flute. The luminosity 
of his tone is world renowned, and he has taken the instrument to new 
heights. He also is heard on alto flute, bass flute, Chinese flute and 
soprano sax.

visit Paul at www.paulhornmusic.com 

A few notes on ‘connecting’ with Paul Horn

I first heard Paul Horn’s masterpiece, Inside (recorded in the Taj Mahal) 
late one night after my band had performed a deeply meditative concert in 
Buffalo, New York. In the summer of 1969, we used reel-to-reel tape recorders 
to create spacey echo effects. My friends and I were listening to the university 
radio station, and at first thought someone had bootlegged our concert. Then 
we heard an exotic male voice, and knew it wasn’t us.

As Paul tells the story, this ‘unauthorized’ recording was never intended to 
be released as an album. His manager thought it might discredit him as a jazz 
musician. It became an underground hit among meditators, but was always 
hard to find. Back then, record stores did not have a ‘New Age’ section.

Years later, after I had recorded my first album, I met Paul and invited him 
to join me on my new record label. The timing wasn’t right, but several years 
thereafter, he got back in touch with me. The time was now right.

Like most jazz musicians, Paul is a highly trained and intuitive improviser.  
We agreed that our album would be half duets, and half with a rhythm section 
of bass and drums. Rather than spend time and energy writing arrangements 
and rehearsing, we wanted to play and record ‘live.’ 

When the session began, Paul and I meditated together for a moment. We 
took a deep breath, and I said, “Let’s do the first song in D minor. Follow me. 
I’ll follow you on the second song.” 

There was an electric energy in the air as the level of intuitive improvisation 
took us on a journey that we hope you will enjoy as well.

These songs are all first takes, with very little overdubbing or editing.
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Nurture your body, mind and spirit with Steven’s best-selling albums:
Listen to audio samples at www.innerpeacemusic.com

Produced by Steven Halpern
Steven Halpern 

Grand piano, Electric piano, Trumpet, Kurzweil 250, Rhodes electric piano, Prophet-600

Paul Horn 
Golden flute, Alto flute, Bass flute, Chinese bamboo flute (Ti-Tze), Soprano sax

George Marsh: Congas, drums and additional percussion 
Marc Van Wageningen: Fretless electric bass

All compositions 
©1984, 2009 Open Channel Sound Co (BMI) & Samadhi Music (PROCAN)  
except Fantasy Flight and Amber Light ©1984 Samadhi Music (PROCAN); and 

After the Rain ©1984 Open Channel Sound Company (BMI) 
q 1984 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music®

All Rights Reserved. Illegally copying this CD for friends is prohibited by federal  
and karmic law. Thank you for your integrity in supporting the arts and labels.

Recorded at the Music Annex, Menlo Park, California 
Recording engineers: Roger Wiersema, Keith Hatschek

Cover photo © 1985 David Muench
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1. Connections  5:33
2. Shared Secrets  5:42
3. After the Rain   4:56
4. Windwalker  3:40
5. Fantasy Flight  4:45

6. Tao Home Blues   6:46
7. Thigh Ch’i   5:34
8. Touchstone  5:08
9. Amber Light  4:09
10. Callings  3:12



ConneCtionS is the historic recording that brought together these two 
founding fathers of New Age music.  

Reflecting their jazz and meditative backgrounds, the music ranges from 
inspired, completely improvised duets to more dynamic rhythmic grooves 
fleshed out with percussion and electric bass. 

On the duets, their inspired interplay feels like a dance, with each listening 
and responding to the other. With no rehearsal, they are tuning in to the magic 
of the moment. Paul is a Grammy® winner, and is featured on his legendary 
golden flute, as well as alto flute, bass flute and soprano sax. Steven plays grand 
piano, Rhodes electric piano, atmospheric keyboards and trumpet.

The full ensemble is featured on five tunes. Tao Home Blues infuses the 
subtle nuances of space and silence to transcend the boundaries of the familiar 
12-bar blues format. Thigh Ch’i is based on a Nigerian fertility rhythm that 
offers ‘sound evidence’ that music, like love, speaks a universal language.

On Fantasy Flight, Paul melodically evokes some of the exotic locations, like 
the Taj Mahal, that he has recorded in. He then magically plays two parts at 
once in real time (with the aid of his trusty digital sampler) to create one of the 
most breathtaking solo performances ever recorded.

paul Horn

www.innerpeacemusic.com

q1984 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music®

©1984, 2009 Open Channel Sound Co (BMI) & Samadhi Music (PROCAN)  
All Rights Reserved
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